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Abstract 
The block GMRES (BGMRES) method is a natural generalization of the GMRES algorithm for solving large non- 
symmetric systems with multiple right-hand sides. Unfortunately, its cost increases ignificantly per iteration, frequently 
rendering the method impractical. In this paper we propose a hybrid block GMRES method which offers significant perfor- 
mance improvements over BGMRES. This method uses the matrix polynomial obtained in the course of a BGMRES step 
and combines the advantages of the block approach with those of successful hybrid methods. We discuss the properties 
and several implementation variants of the method and report results from numerical experiments. We also describe how 
to use these techniques in order to solve multiply shifted systems with multiple right-hand sides. 
Keywords: Linear systems; Block iterative methods; Multiple right-hand sides; Krylov subspace; Matrix polynomials 
AMS classification: 65F10; 65Y20 
1. Introduction 
One natural approach for solving systems with multiple right-hand sides 
(1) 
where A E ~×n is a large, nonsymmetric, nonsingular matrix, and B = [bl,...,bs] E ~n×s, s << n, is 
to design block versions of iterative solvers. Two methods that have been discussed in the literature 
are block GMRES (BGMRES) [17-19] and the block biconjugate gradient algorithm (BBCG) [13]. 
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Given R, R E ~"×~, the methods use the block Krylov subspace Km(A, R) := {R, AR,. . . ,Am-IR} 
(and K,,(A v, R) for BBCG), to approximate X. Since these block iterative methods attempt to approx- 
imate the solutions from subspaces of dimension ever smaller than m (but at most ms), typically 
these methods converge in fewer iterations than their single right-hand side versions. Unfortunately, 
however, block methods appear to be at least as susceptible to numerical instabilities as (and more 
expensive per iteration than) their single right-hand side versions. The former problem seems to 
affect BBCG, while the latter was found to have consequences that are adverse to the performance 
of BGMRES. It is sufficient o observe that the BGMRES iterates are computed using block re- 
currences of increasing work and storage requirements per iteration. Experiments in [18] indicated 
that because of these costs, BGMRES has great difficulty competing with other solvers. Therefore, 
the question that arises is how to modify the BGMRES method in order to make it viable and 
competitive. In this paper we propose one approach for addressing this question. Our experiments 
show that this approach offers substantially better performance than BGMRES. 
We refer to the method that we propose as "hybrid BGMRES", because it extracts and applies 
the matrix polynomial obtained in the course of a BGMRES step; as such, the method attempts 
to combine the advantages of the block approach with those of recent hybrid methods by Joubert 
[10], Saylor and Smolarski [16], and especially Nachtigal et al. [12]. One method close to ours, 
but restricted to positive-definite Hermitian systems was proposed by Calvetti and Reichel [1]. That 
method uses the block Lanczos algorithm to generate approximations to the eigenvalues followed by 
a modified block Chebyshev algorithm. 
We first review some properties of BGMRES in Section 2 and describe the hybrid approach. 
As we show, critical to the design of the hybrid block method described in this paper is the 
characterization f BGMRES in terms of matrix polynomials according to the theory developed 
in [17]. We show in Section 3 that certain approaches that are natural and have been in use in 
the context of "hybrid GMRES" methods, become unwieldy when applied for multiple right-hand 
sides. Specifically, we present a novel method for reducing the cost of generating the latent roots 
of the BGMRES polynomial that is cheaper than the technique used when s = 1. We report results 
from numerical experiments in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe a modification of the hybrid 
block method applied to another problem of practical importance, namely the approximation of the 
solutions X (i) (1 <~i<~s) of multiply "multiple" shifted systems 
(A - o~il)X (~) = B, i = 1,... ,  p, (2) 
with co~ E ~, I the identity matrix in N"×" and B E ~,×s. Finally, we present our conclusions in 
Section 6. 
We use the following notation. Subscripts denote the iteration index and superscripts distin- 
guish between individual columns in a block. Km(A, ro) denotes the Krylov subspace generated 
from the single vector ro = b -  Axo, whereas Km(A,Ro) denotes the block Krylov subspace gen- 
erated from Ro = B-  AXo. We will also use the matrix a~(,, = [Ro,ARo,...,Am-1Ro] associated 
with the power form representation of the residual. Pm denotes the space of scalar polynomials 
Pk of degree k<.m, and /Sin = {Pk E Pro: pk(0) = 1}. Similarly, Pm,s (Pro,,) denotes the space 
of matrix polynomials (~m(2) = ~-~j=0 ~J~)' ~J E [t~ sxs, of degree not greater than m and size s 
(resp. residual matrix polynomials). The e-pseudospectrum of A is defined as A~(A) := {~ E C: 
11(~1-A)-~[I >~ c -l } and L~: denotes the arc length of the boundary of A~(A). The inner product of 
x,y E ~n is denoted by (x,y) = xVy, with the associated Frobenius norm for vectors and 
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matrices; for nonsingular X E R "×", Kv(X) will denote the condition number t<v(X) = [[X[[ IlX -1 N, 
with 2 2 IlSll =  jxi, j. Moreover, for Om C Pm,s and a given set 5 P, we define IIO ll =sup;    IIOm(2)ll. 
Finally, E/v := [0~,... , ls,...,  0s] is the rectangular matrix with Is as its ith block element. We will 
be omitting the dimensionality subscript whenever its value is clear from the context. 
2. BGMRES and restarted BGMRES 
Given X0 and R0 : B -  AX0, BGMRES first applies the block Amoldi procedure to produce 
an orthogonal basis for Km(A, Ro) and then solves a block least squares problem with the (block) 
Hessenberg matrix ~fm, which is the representation f the section of A in K,~(A,Ro) relative to the 
selected basis [19]. By comparison to the application of GMRES on each system, there is more 
information that is shared per iteration and it can be shown that the column of the final residual 
matrix with maximum norm, obtained from BGMRES, is at most as large as the maximum residual 
norm among the s residuals obtained from the Krylov subspaces Km(A,r~ )) (1 ~<j ~< s) after the 
independent application of GMRES to each system; see [17, 19]. 
In addition to the s(m + 1) matrix-vector multiplications, BGMRES requires c~s3m 2 + Czs2m2n +
c3s2m 2 operations, as well as m - 1 applications of modified Gram-Schmidt on n × s blocks; it is 
worth observing that in GMRES the latter operations become unnecessary. In addition, O(nsm+s2m 2) 
memory locations are needed. The high costs of BGMRES can be handled, in part, by restarting 
the procedure after m (block) iterations. Using such a restarted algorithm, however, entails lack of 
minimization over the entire block Krylov subspace and leads to performance losses [18]. It was 
shown in [12] that by computing the GMRES polynomial and applying it on the residual vector 
after a certain number of GMRES steps it is possible to obtain a scheme that is frequently faster 
than GMRES. A restarted hybrid algorithm was also presented in [10]. We devote most of the 
remainder of this paper to show that a hybrid block approach is mathematically feasible, practical, 
and computationally superior to BGMRES. Unless mentioned otherwise, we will be making the 
assumption, henceforth referred to as the "full rank assumption", that the block subspace Km(A,Ro) 
has full rank ms [17]. 
3. The hybrid BGMRES method 
We showed in [17] that given the BGMRES approximate solution Xm, the block residual /~m : 
B -A)(,~ can be written as/~m : ~"~m+l ~', for some z E ~(m+l)s×s or, equivalently, as 
m 
Rm : ~-~AJRorj, zi E ~s×s, z0 =/~. (3) 
j=0 
In particular, Om(2) := ~im__0 2tri is a matrix polynomial (of full degree) in l~m,s, therefore, we use 
the symbol o to define the "product" (cf. [11]): 
m 
k m -~- Ore(A)o Ro -ZA JRor j .  
j=o 
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Moreover, q~,~ solves the minimization problem: 
rain lIOm(A) oR011. (4) 
~9,,, E P,,,. 
Hence, after m iterations of BGMRES, one can use 
* the basis ~Pm E [~.×m~ and the block upper Hessenberg matrix ~¢~m ~ ~(m+l)s×ms such that A~[fm = 
~m+l ~'~m ; 
• the matrix polynomial ~m E /Sm,~ such that /~m = ~m(A)o Ro, where /~m is the current residual; 
in order to design the hybrid algorithm below. 
Algorithm HYBRID. 
v = B -AXo  
For J = 1 . . . . .  until convergence do: 
Phase 1: Generate Km(A,Ro) and extract information; 
Phase 2: Compute the intermediate r sidual block/~,,; 
Phase 3: Apply ~,, on/~m to determine R m. V :=  Rm. 
Note that algorithm HYBRID is presented in a restarted format; a justification for this strategy 
will be given in Section 3.2. Block /~m is determined by first solving the least squares problem 
minrE~ ....... [IEIz0,0- ~mYll and then computing/f(m = Xo "-~ ~F~m Y. Matrix Z0,0 is chosen so that RoZ0,0 
is orthonormal. The least squares problem is solved by block QR decomposition, whose factors 
"~m and ~m are updated as the columns of ~¢~m are generated. The acceleration phase consists of 
applying ~m on the intermediate r sidual Rm. This approach is motivated by results in [ 17] indicating 
that the lemniscates of the BGMRES residual polynomial approximate the c-pseudospectrum of A. 
Hence, we expect hat the application of Cbm on /~m would be appropriate. 
The above phases can be combined in several ways: For example, phases 1-3 can be repeated 
until convergence, or phases 1-2 can be applied once and then phase 3 repeated until convergence, 
or phases 1-3 can be applied until convergence but with ~m computed periodically (or only once). 
Similar strategies have been used in hybrid solvers designed for single right-hand sides, see [I0, 12]. 
In the next two sections we discuss algorithm HYBRID in greater detail. In our implementation the 
3 phases are repeated till convergence, with only one computation of the acceleration parameters. 
Our discussion is motivated by the fact that the computation and application of the acceleration 
polynomial is considerably more expensive and numerically sensitive than for the single right-hand 
side case. 
3.1. Application of the matrix polynomial 
Our motivation for the application of the residual matrix polynomial is contained in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (Simoncini and Gallopoulus [17]). Let Rm = q~m(A)oRo with Ro, t~m C ~n×s, A E ~"×" 
and ~m E em, s. Then 
Z~ 
Ilkml[ ~ ~ll~mll~ IIR011. (s) 
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Table 1 
Basic steps for the block hybrid methods 
BG-POL BG-RICH 
Generate "¢/'m, ~m, C,~ 
minr~ ........ [IE1z0,0 - Yg~YII 
X,, = Xo + ~/'mY 
ot=C,~Y 
Generate ~,,, ,~¢/¢~m,  
minter ..... I[ElZ0,0 - ~mYII 
Sm = Xo +~//,,Y 
0 = EIG(~,~ + Lf~) 
Xm = RICHARDSON(A,X,,,B, O) 
In particular, for the BGMRES residual polynomial, it follows from (4) and (5) that 
llkmU~< (5~ IlR0[[ "] min sup 110,.(2)11. 
\ z~:  / O,,Efi,,,.~ 2EA: 
Consequently, if sup~A~ 114m(2)11 is small in A~.(A), applying 4,. on /~m will decrease the norm of 
the residual. We next describe two possible implementations. 
3.1.1. Direct application o f  4,, 
The coefficients Tj in (3) are computed by recovering the power form representation ~ from 
the Krylov basis by means of the relation ~m = ~¢~,,C,,, where 6",, is the ms x ms triangular matrix 
of "change of basis". After obtaining the rj's, the application 4re(A)o/~m is computed using a block 
version of Homer's rule. We call this approach BG-POL, and show its basic steps in Table 1. BG- 
POL is an extension of a method used in the single right-hand side case [12]. Despite its simplicity, 
however, BG-POL becomes susceptible to numerical difficulties as m and s increase, which are 
caused by the underlying power form representation a d by the conditioning of the matrix C~. 
3.1.2. Richardson acceleration 
In the interest of stability, another approach that was used in [12] for the single right-hand side 
case consists of explicitly obtaining the GMRES polynomial but applying it using Richardson's 
method. In order to extend this approach to the block case we need to know how the latent roots 
of the matrix polynomial 4m are related to the spectrum, or preferably to the ¢-pseudospectrum of 
A. This was studied in [17]; during the remainder of our discussion we will be making extensive 
use of the results derived therein. 
The parameters of the Richardson process are inverses of the latent roots of 4m; these are the roots 
of the polynomial p,,s(2) := det(4m(2)), p,,s C Pros [8]. Thus, for each k = 1 .... ,s, the Richardson 
procedure accomplishes the multiplication [ 14] 
r(k)= Pms(A)p~) (6) m 
To reduce the risk of instability in the Richardson procedure, we use Leja ordering for the param- 
eters of [12]; moreover, we coupled complex pairs of roots as in [16], in order to avoid complex 
arithmetic. We call this algorithm BG-RICH and present it in Table 1. 
In order to justify the use of the scalar polynomial P,,s in the Richardson acceleration procedure 
we need the following extension to H61der's inequality. 
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Lemma 3.2 (Hardy et al. [9]). Let cq,...,~rs ¢ ~+. For any s ¢ 
o, a2...Os_< (o- +a2 2+- . .+` ; , )  . 
Proposition 3.3. Let p,,A2) := det(q~m(2)), Pm~ E Pms. Then 
[pm~(2)[~ [-~s[[~bm(2),,] s . (7) 
Proof. For 2 E C, let ~1(2) .... ,a~(2) be the singular values of ~bm(2). Then 
= +. . .  + 
and since Ip~s(2)] = Idet(q~m(2))l, we have [pm~(2)] = O-j(2)a2(2)"'" as(2). The result follows from 
Lemma 3.2. [] 
Because of the power-like dependence of the upper bound for Pros in (7) on s, the method is 
more sensitive to the behavior of (J~m on  the spectrum of A than in the simple application of ~m. 
We also observe that the bound in (7) is sharp, as it can be easily verified with ~b2(2) = 12 - )J2. 
The major difference in the design and performance of BG-POL compared to BG-RICH is that the 
former depends on the minimization properties of the residual polynomial, whereas the latter depends 
on how well the latent roots of q~m represent the E-pseudospectrum of A. We also observe that in 
contrast o the case s = 1, the two methods are not equivalent in exact arithmetic. Indeed, whereas 
the Richardson scheme implements (6), the block form of the Homer rule computes each new 
residual as linear combination of the starting residuals using scalar polynomials of maximum degree 
m. Letting ~,,(2) = (qi, j(2))i,j=l,s with qi, j E Pro, we have r~ k) = ~=,  qk, i(A)?~ ~), k = 1,. . . ,s [17]. 
3.2. Implementation issues 
Method BG-RICH requires the latent roots of ~bm. One procedure for generating these roots was 
introduced by Freund [4]. It is based on solving the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Y ~T 
~'~m~mZ = 2Hm z (8) 
with Jfm := liras, 0]~m, using the available factors 2,, and ~,, of the QR decomposition of ~m. 
The total cost of this computation is O(m3s 3). It is worth noting that [4] was only dealing with the 
case s = 1, and performance considerations were not a major concern. For s > 1, however, this 
calculation can impose a significant performance penalty. We next introduce a method for generating 
the latent roots that is of lower complexity than the one described above. Our method is based on 
the following theorem: 
v Theorem 3.4 (Simoncini and Gallopoulos [17]). Let ~m = ~m+lA~.  The roots of the BGM- 
RES residual matrix polynomial ebm coincide with the eigenvalues of the matrix ;,4gin + Ym, where 
~--T T T 
~¢~m =[Ims, O]~lg~m and ~m :=  ~m hm+lhm+l , with hm+ 1 = Em+l~ m. 
It was also shown in [17] that the roots of the BGMRES residual polynomial are Ritz values of 
a rank-s modification of A. From the full rank assumption (cf. Section 2) it follows that ~m also 
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has full rank, therefore we can solve the eigenvalue problem: 
(~'m + ~Zgrn) z = /].Z, (9) 
- -T T T [17]. We observe that the computation of L~,, can where ~m = ~t~m hm+lhm+l and hm+! = Em+lJtcm 
exploit the factors ~.~rn and ~m of ~¢~m" Given 2.,,-1, the mth block column of ~m ~ (Pi,j) is given 
by 
[ Pl'm 1 ( ) I ~l'm 1 • = ~'m--I 0 
0 L 
L Pm+l,m ~m+l,m 
where Zl,m,..., ~m+l,m are the elements of the mth block column of ~(¢~m. Note that "~m :~ [Ires, 0]~'~m 
and ~m-~ represent the QR decomposition of ~, , .  Hence, we can write the nonzero block column 
T .,~ ~ --T T of ~Pm as Em~m ~ (m_ l~m) hm+lhm+l. Let ~m--1 = (~i,j) and notice that hm+l z [0,...,0, Zm+l,m] ; 
it follows that 
~¢7 m --H H ---- flm, m~ m+ l,mZm+ l,m' (lO) 
~,m 
From the above description, it can be shown that the cost of solving problem (9) is O(m2s 2q--s3m). 
It follows that for commensurate values of m and s, the complexity of our approach is lower by a 
factor of ms than the method described in the beginning of this section. 
In some cases, however, the values of m and s are large enough to make even the aforementioned 
method very expensive. Not only that, the cost of the acceleration phase (consisting of the application 
of a polynomial of degree ms on each residual ~k,m, k = 1 . . . . .  s) becomes ubstantial, while the 
manipulation of large degree polynomials leads to numerical difficulties. To handle these problems 
one could of course restrict m to be small; this, however, would be likely to diminish the effectiveness 
of the BGMRES step. Instead, we propose to take m steps of BGMRES but then apply as accelerator 
the residual polynomial ~,~ corresponding to a subspace K,~ with rh ~< m, as opposed to the subspace 
Km used during the BGMRES phase. ~,~ is computed while/i'm is generated; of course, we need to 
select rh so that q~,~ can be usefully applied. We describe such a strategy and show its effectiveness in 
Section 4. The numerical experiments herein suggest hat its application increases the performance 
of the BGMRES method whenever ms is large. 
Table 2 lists the computational costs of BGMRES (cf. [18]) and the additional costs corresponding 
to each implementation f the block hybrid approach. 
The cost associated with the computation of the parameters for the polynomial acceleration led us 
to reuse the same BGMRES polynomial (4~m or ~)  during all instances of phase 3 of the algorithm. 
Other strategies that could be of interest but are not explored here include computing a BGMRES 
polynomial periodically, or constructing it adaptively by judicious incorporation of information from 
several restarts. We also note that the method described in [12] for the single right-hand side case 
does not use restarting, but applies the GMRES polynomial repeatedly, enlarging m whenever its 
effect on the residual is not satisfactory. Unfortunately, because of its numerical sensitivity and 
added cost this option becomes less practical as s increases. 
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Table 2 
Cost for BGMRES and additional cost for the block hybrid approach 
Cost BGMRES BG-RICH BG-POL 
M x V s(m + 1) ÷ms 2 ÷I~S 
n-vector DAXPY 2rfis 2 ÷rhs 
Solve order ms 
triang, systems s 
Solve order rhs triang. 
syst. (if th < m) +s 
Mult. of blocks of 
m(m + 1) dim nxs  andsxs  +rh 
2 
n-vector DOT m(m + 1)s 2 + s 
2 
MGS on n×sb lock  m-  1 
rhs eig. problem + 1 
leading scalar costs 6s3m 2 ÷ s2m 3 ÷2ms 3 ÷2th2s 3 
4. Experiments 
We next illustrate the behavior of the hybrid approach and the improvements hat it offers over 
BGMRES. We also compare its performance with the restarted GMRES [15], and with the transpose- 
free quasi-minimal residual (TFQMR [6]) methods, when these are applied to each system inde- 
pendently. All experiments were carried out in double precision arithmetic using the compilation 
options for, and enforcing execution on, one processor of an Alliant FX/2800 computer unning 
Concentrix 3.0, at the University of Illinois' Center for Supercomputing Research and Development. 
Our test suite consists of matrices originating from the discretization of an elliptic operator, and 
from the Harwell-Boeing collection [3]. We next report the common features of the experimental 
setup. We used the same set of s~<20 random right-hand sides, all consisting of elements se- 
lected uniformly from [0, 1]. Matrix A was stored in compressed row format. We considered that 
convergence was reached when all true relative residuals satisfied ]]ri~)U/]lr~)[[ <<. 10 -7, l<<.j<<.s, for 
consistency, however, no early stopping was used. In all experiments we report runtimes (in seconds) 
measured using the Alliant Fortran function dr±me. The best times achieved for each experiment 
are listed in italics. Given some method, we denote the time for solving for s right-hand sides by 
T(s). A figure of merit we will be referring to characterize the effectiveness of a multiple right-hand 
side solver is the rate at which the cost per right-hand side increases with s. We expect that on 
the average, a method that does not exploit the presence of multiple right-hand sides (e.g. GMRES 
or TFQMR applied consecutively) would retum a constant value for T(s)/s, since T(s) ..~ sT(l) .  
Instead, an effective multiple right-hand side solver should achieve a sublinear increase of T(s) with 
s (cf. [18]). 
For large values of ms the hybrid BGMRES implementations followed the strategy we described 
in Section 3.2 and applied polynomial acceleration with the residual matrix polynomial corresponding 
to K~, where 1 ~< rfi ~< min(m, [100/s] ). The actual values of rh used in the polynomial acceleration 
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Table 3 
CPU seconds to convergence for operator L(u) = -eXyuxx-e-Xyuyy+2(x+y)uy,  n = 3600; 
B = RAND(n,s) 
BGMRES BG-RICH BG-POL TFQMR GMRES 
s m= 10 m= 10 m= 10 m= l0 m=20 
4 636 139 (8 )  326 (8 )  130 258 175 
108 (10) 286 (10) 
8 1746 160 (8 )  759 (8 )  176 526 368 
127 (10) 617 (10) 
12 > 185 (6)  1377 (6 )  199 712 515 
221 (8 )  1206 (8 )  
16 > 257 (4 )  2834 (4 )  252 982 703 
187 (6)  2283 (6 )  
20 > 361 (3 )  > (3 )  325 1275 901 
268 (5)  > (5) 
Note: In parentheses i rh; a ">"  indicates that convergence had not been achieved in 
3000 s. Italics indicate the best runtime. 
phase of the hybrid implementations are shown in parentheses. All experiments with the GMRES(m) 
algorithm were conducted using two values for m. 
One question of concern is what is a good computer implementation f GMRES and TFQMR 
when these are used to solve for multiple right-hand sides? Performance of single solvers can 
seriously deteriorate when the coefficient matrices are large and sparse, because of the loss of data 
locality incurred by the sparse matrix by vector multiplication kernel used to solve for each right- 
hand side separately. On the other hand, these algorithms can be coded to treat the right-hand sides 
"concurrently" instead of completely solving for one right-hand side before proceeding with the 
next. 2 Depending on the size of the system, this approach frequently achieves a sublinear increase 
of the runtime for a range of moderate values of s, purely from the effective use of the memory 
system; consequently, GMRES and TFQMR have been written to use the same sparse matrix by 
dense block kernel as the block methods. 
Our first set of experiments was conducted using matrices that originate from the five-point 
discretization of the operator 
L(u) = CCUxx q-- flUyy + yux + bUy -q- eu (11 ) 
on the unit square, for several choices of the parameters a, fl, 7, 6, and e. We used homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, and central differences to discretize first-order derivatives. The dis- 
cretization was performed using a grid size of h = 1/61, yielding matrices of order n = 3600. 
Matrices were scaled by multiplication with h 2. Results from these experiments are reported in 
Tables 3 and 4. 
We first observe that BGMRES is very slow. Indeed, that was the motivation for the hybrid 
block methods introduced in this paper. It is particularly disappointing that the runtime of BGMRES 
increases uperlinearly with s. These tables show that the hybrid block approach consistently and 
2 Strictly speaking, the algorithm applies the same operation across the systems. This is a data parallel approach that 
we could exploit, were we interested in a parallel implementation [7]. 
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Table 4 
CPU seconds to convergence for operator L(u) = --Au + 50(e-'Vu, + e-X)'u.~.) + 100u, 
n = 3600; B = RAND(n,s) 
BGMRES BG-RICH BG-POL TFQMR GMRES, 
s m= 10 m= 10 m= 10 m= 10 m=20 
4 111 67 (8 )  115 (8 )  78 37 52 
68 (10) 111 (10) 
8 359 115 (8 )  302 (8 )  108 75 112 
128 (10) 271 (10) 
12 665 156 (6 )  417 (6 )  120 104 159 
134 (8 )  450 (8 )  
16 1137 212 (4 )  841(4)  153 156 223 
185 (6 )  664 (6 )  
20 1769 282 (3 )  1442 (3 )  194 192 274 
264 (5 )  1252 (5 )  
Note: In parentheses is rh. Italics indicate the best runtime. 
Table 5 
CPU seconds to convergence for SAYLR4 using 
B = RAND(n,s) 
ILU(0); n = 3564; 
BGMRES BG-RICH BG-POL TFQMR GMRES 
s m= 15 m= 15 m-  15 m-  15 m=20 
4 100 76(1) 102 (1) 77 229 192 
81 (2) 103 (2) 
8 94 78(1) 104 (1) 136 485 277 
82 (2) 101 (2) 
12 174 139 (1) 126 (1) 252 804 290 
140 (2) 128 (2) 
16 212 206 (1) 224 (1) 345 1072 530 
235 (2) 230 (2) 
20 298 209 (1) 354 (1) 443 1345 750 
253 (2) 362 (2) 
Note: In parentheses is rh. Italics indicate the best runtime. 
significantly improved the performance of BGMRES. Among the two hybrid block versions, BG- 
RICH was always faster than BG-POL. Comparing with the single right-hand side solvers, we see 
that BG-RICH outperforms both GMRES and TFQMR in the experiments of Table 3, but is slower 
than the fastest of the two single right-hand side methods in the experiments of Table 4. 
In the second set of experiments we used two matrices from the Harwell-Boeing collection and 
ran the algorithms after incorporating ILU preconditioning with no additional fill-in. Results are 
presented in Tables 5 and 6. 
The ILU preconditioning made the performance of BGMRES competitive with the other methods: 
For example, its runtimes increase sublinearly with the number of right-hand sides, so that it occa- 
sionally returns better performance than GMRES and TFQMR (cf. Table 5). Nevertheless, BG-RICH 
returned better performance than BGMRES. This is in spite of the fact that the hybrid algorithm 
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Table 6 
CPU seconds to convergence 
B = RAND(n, s) 
for SHERMAN5 using ILU(0); n = 3312; 
BGMRES BG-RICH BG-POL TFQMR GMRES 
s m=5 m=5 m=5 m=5 m=10 
4 117 75 (1) 103 (1) 32 60 30 
37 (2) 88 (2) 
8 204 42 (1) 132 (1) 50 96 65 
29 (2) 91 (2) 
12 249 41 (1) 90 (1) 61 135 84 
49 (2) 68 (2) 
16 242 61 (1) 96 (1) 83 191 127 
74 (2) 78 (2) 
20 249 83 (1) 115 (1) 104 240 166 
111 (2) 118 (2) 
Note: In parentheses i rh. Italics indicate the best runtime. 
requires more sparse matrix by dense block multiplications, and therefore more solves with the trian- 
gular preconditioner factors. Comparing with the other methods, it appears that the clustering of the 
eigenvalues caused by ILU together with polynomial acceleration make the hybrid approach return 
better performance than TFQMR and GMRES, except when solving with matrix SHERMAN5 for 
few right-hand sides. This known feature of ILU preconditioner on the spectrum of the coefficient 
matrix led us to select a very small rh, which already contained satisfactory information on the 
spectral region of the matrix. 
It is finally worth observing that BG-RICH consistently returns runtimes that only grow sublinearly 
with s. For example, the runtime per right-hand side in Table 5 reduces from 19 s per right-hand 
side (s = 4) down to 10.45 s (s = 20). This holds even in the worst case (Table 4), where the 
runtime reduces from 16.2 s per right-hand side (s = 4) to 13.2 s (s = 20). We take this is as an 
indication that BG-RICH is successful as a multiple right-hand side solver. 
5. The hybrid block approach for multiple shifted systems 
In this section we outline a method for the solution of (2) for any choice of right-hand sides 
B = [b (~) .... ,b ~s)] and scalars {coi}i=~...,p. This is a total of sp systems, and we use the double 
superscript notation rm0"i) to denote the residual corresponding to the jth right-hand side, and to coi, 
after the mth iteration. 
Methods for solving shifted systems when s = 1 can be found in [5, 2]. One approach consists of 
approximating the unshifted system Ax = b with a Krylov subspace method while updating certain 
quantities in order to solve the shifted systems [5]. In this manner the p multiplications with A -coi l  
are replaced by one multiplication with A per step. This is possible because of the invariance of 
Krylov subspaces under shifting and scaling, i.e. K,~(A,r)= K,n(m4- ogI, r). Datta and Saad use the 
following scheme [2]: Using GMRES on A, x0, r0 := b -Axo  and /3 -= IIr011, they generate matrices 
Vm and H,, such that AVm = Vm+~Hm; then the following relation holds: 
(A - ~ofl)V,, = Vm+~(Hm - ~oii), 1 <. i ~ p, (12) 
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with I = [Ira, 0] T. Hence, p least squares problems miny, eR,,, [ ] f le l  - -  (Hm - COiI)yi[[ are solved. It 
is important o note, however, that restarting cannot be readily used. The reason is that upon 
restarting, one would need to solve for p distinct systems (A - coil)x =/~; in particular, all right- 
hand sides would be different, and the advantage offered by the invariance properties cannot be 
used. Therefore, the method described in [2] continues with GMRES until a good approximation 
has been obtained. 
It is easy to show that the invariance properties of Krylov subspaces carry over to block Krylov 
subspaces. Consequently, when solving for several right-hand sides, as requested by (2), there is 
much information that can be shared among the sp systems, since for each of the p shifts there 
are s right-hand sides. Eq. (12) also holds in the block setting, though the block version of the 
algorithm of [2] becomes very demanding in terms of memory as m and s increase. Therefore, 
continuing BGMRES till convergence might be impractical. 
The approach that we propose is the following: The first step consists of using BGMRES to 
provide approximations IA:., ~i=l,..,p to the solution of (2). This step makes use of the common 
basis ~, .  and of the shifted upper block Hessenberg matrices ~m -- WiT, with [ = [Im.~, 0] v. We 
can then compute suitable parameters in order to apply polynomial acceleration using any of the 
techniques presented in Section 3.1. If method BG-POL is used, then the coefficients of each residual 
polynomial 4~) (2)= ~ 2kz~ ) = ~,=0 need to be generated from the relation Z (i) Crh+l yl~), where Y¢i) 
minimizes [IE~z0,0 - (J~((~ - co~I)Yll. 
Since the latent roots of q~m(2--@I) are trivially available from those of q%(2), the computation of 
the Richardson coefficients is performed only once by first computing the zeros Ok from the inverses 
of the roots of p,~s defined in (6), followed by simple shifts: O~ i) := 0k -@ (1 ~< i ~< p, 1 ~< k ~< rhs). 
Then, for each i 1, . ,p  and j 1, ,s we compute r(m j'i) _(i)[,¢ ^(i) _(i) : . .  = . . . .  Pr~s~,~ - -  ~Oi I ) r j ,  m, where now p~s E 
P,~, and (i) • Prf is(O) : (D i. 
For the reasons expanded earlier, it is best not to restart but to reapply the polynomial acceleration 
phase until all systems have converged. 
6. Conclusions 
The aim of this paper was to describe a hybrid block method for solving simple and multiply 
shifted systems with multiple right-hand sides. This was achieved by computing and applying the 
BGMRES matrix polynomial on the residual block of the BGMRES method. A variant, where a 
lower degree polynomial corresponding to a smaller Krylov parameter m was also described and was 
shown to be effective in reducing the total cost of the method and improving its overall behavior. 
Our numerical experiments show that (i) the hybrid block approach improves the performance of 
BGMRES, and (ii) the method is competitive and frequently faster than standard single right-hand 
side solvers such as GMRES and TFQMR. 
Another successful hybrid scheme for multiple right-hand sides was discussed in [18]. That scheme 
was based on approximating the solution of ( I) by generating parameters from a single "seed" 
subspace at a time. Instead, here, we advanced by building polynomials based on the entire subspace. 
A topic that appears to merit further investigation is the design of method that take an intermediate 
approach, computing and using matrix polynomials based on selected subsets of ~ right-hand sides, 
where 1 < g<s .  
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